The Saxon Army: 1809-1812
For nearly a century, the Electorate of Saxony had ping-ponged between the warring camps of western and central
Europe, trying in vain to pick a winning side, and usually suffering at the hands of the Prussians no matter which
side they chose. By the time of Napoleon, the Saxon government was, in the words of Jack Gill, “a bureaucracy
characterized by a degree of back-biting, petty intrigue and convolution that would have awed Byzantium.”
The Saxons found themselves bound by treaty to Prussia in 1806, and thus shared in the catastrophic defeats of
that Autumn. But Napoleon had plans for strengthening all the states surrounding Prussia as a bulwark of French
puppets, and he thus offered the Saxons a kingdom, an enlarged domain, and a French alliance. The Saxons came to
regret the latter, as it cost them stupendously in men and treasure. But from 1807-13 they were locked into alliance
with imperial France, and active in several theatres.
This Army Builder focuses upon the Saxons in two of those wars: the 1809 struggle against Austria, and the 1812
invasion of Russia. In Lasalle terms, therefore, this is an “Empire-Theatre” army list. Although Saxon troops fought
in other periods, they did so in small contingents, widely-scattered and often brigaded with other nationalities. In the
Empire theatre, however, we have two examples of large, self-sufficient Saxon army corps.
In 1809 the Saxons comprised the XI Corps in the French army, under the controversial Marshal Bernadotte. Their
record was, at best, mixed. Their defenders would argue that it was actually Bernadotte’s record we should consider,
but nonetheless what most people know about the Saxons in this period was that they bungled their attacks on the
first day of Wagram, and then broke and stampeded on the second.
Accounts and sympathies differ, but there seems to be a general consensus that the Saxon army had mediocre infantry, good cavalry, and overall trouble transitioning to the new, mobile tactics of the Napoleonic era. At the Battle
of Linz (May 1809), for instance, when Marshal Bernadotte ordered one regiment “forward in skirmish order,” the
officers apparently shrugged and marched ahead in a line. The units simply had not been trained to skirmish, and
the subsequent attempt just resulted in their dispersal, making them useless.
In 1812 the Saxons comprised the VII Corps under the French General Reynier, and in turn were under the direction of the Austrian Field Marshal Schwarzenberg, in the southern army on Napoleon’s right flank. They thus
avoided the worst of the Russian campaign, but nonetheless were decimated, mustering only about 4,000 men at
the end of January. A few Saxon units served elsewhere in Russia, often brigaded with French or Polish troops, and
Saxon cavalry participated in the famous charges at Borodino.
If playing in a tournament, the organizers may decide whether or not to accept this list as legitimate. If they do, all
unit compositions and values listed here supersede those found on page 121 of Lasalle.

15mm Saxon infantry in their late-war uniforms (circa 1812), by Scott Driscoll

Special Rules for this Army

Saxon Army List (Empire)

“Reserve Allied” Brigades:
In the 1809 and 1812 campaigns, most of the Saxon army
was assembled in a homogenous corps. Thus the only organic
brigades you may choose for your Saxons are... more Saxons!
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If you choose reserve brigades in support, then they will be
non-Saxon allied brigades. However, unlike the normal “Allied
Brigade” rule on page 95, these brigades willl always be reserves,
and thus enter as reinforcements.
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Reserve Allied brigades are defined by the Lasalle rulebook. For
instance, if you choose a Polish Cavalry Brigade, you will find
its stats on page 125.
If you choose a French allied support brigade (representing
the 1809 campaign), you may not choose an Austrian support
brigade (representing the 1812 campaign), and vice-versa. A
Polish support choice may be taken in either case.
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Unit Values
Reserve Allied Brigades
Shaky/Exp/SK1

Musketeer

Austrian Infantry

Austrian Hussar

Schützen

Reliable/Exp/SK2

Austrian Grenz

Austrian Cavalry

Grenadier

Valiant/Exp/SK0

French Veteran Inf

Polish Cavalry

Cuirassier

Valiant/Exp/Shock

French Elite Inf

Polish Infantry

Light Cavalry

Valiant/Exp/Pursuit

French Cuirassier
French Lancer
Saxon Artillery Values

French Dragoon

Artillery
Heavy BTY
Foot BTY
Horse BTY

Type
Foot
Foot
Horse

Saxon Compositions
Infantry Brigade
2 Musketeer
1 Schützen
1 Grenadier
1 Heavy BTY

Cavalry Brigade
1 Cuirassier (+)
2 Light Cavalry
1 Horse BTY

Note that the famous Saxon Cuirassiers were often nowhere near the main
army, and it is thus somewhat tenuous to allow them to be present on
this army list (although the Leib-Garde regiment was part of Feilitzsch’s
second cavalry brigade in April 1809.) But what fun would it be to play
the Saxons without at least one of their splendid Cuirassiers?
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